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Soul hunters movie

0 Your Rating 1 stars 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars 7 stars 8 stars 9 stars 10 stars A disgraced former special forces agent becomes a demon offering you a job as a soul hunter. The chaos occurs when a former partner continues a killing slaughter with the soul hunter as his main target. A disgraced former special forces agent becomes a demon who offers him a job as a collector.
You must hunt down and kill those who signed your soul. The chaos occurs when a former partner continues a killing slaughter with the collector as his main target. Marcus was once a dedicated, driven and talented operative. After not being able to prevent a terrorist attack, Marcus gives up on saving lives and himself. He becomes a demon who offers him a job; hunting down the
souls of the damned. He has enthusiastically accepted a mission from an unlikely ally to find an amulet that can save him, as well as those around him. Kristen has mostly kept to herself throughout her teenage years and her adult life. After losing her mother at a young age, she was embroiled in the afterlife world. He learned a lot about the subject, eventually becoming a
practitioner of the dark arts. She works as a first grade teacher as it gives her time to think and really likes to help others. Eli never took things in life too seriously, and his recklessness did not look favorably at any of those who worked with him, but they knew he would always achieve results. A loving and loving man with his family, he lost that aspect of himself completely once
Marcus refused to complete an order. He, like Marcus, ended up in a dark place, but is now ready to go to any length to get what he so desperately wants. Ativus is an angel. He is compassionate, logical, patient and extremely wise. He knows how to relate very well to people and has been helping others for thousands of years. He is known for his relaxed and friendly treatment,
and always tries to help those who need it most. Rachel is cold, calculating and manipulative when she should be, and bright and cherry when she feels like her. As an experienced demon, she knows exactly what to say and how to say it to get what she wants. Despite her unassuming presence, she is the most feared of her kind, and has earned her place in hell. Positive
reviewsAll positive reviews› Jeff4.0 5-starA near average B-Flick; It's worth seeing them consulted in the United States on February 23, 2019Summary: A former special forces operator, fighting guilt for his handling of a terrorist attack, becomes a collector for a demoness. In his role as a collector, the souls of those who have faced demons early, essentially using a loophole to
circumvent the victims' contract. The former operator meets a rogue collector, who happens to be a human collecting souls without having a demonic handler. Unfortunately the rogue collector rogue former special forces colleague and collector's friend. The collector is ordered to track down and kill his former friend by his demonic handler. Along the way the collector meets a
woman with paranormal skills who begins the long process of rehabilitating him, as well as a mysterious angelic messenger who seems interested in helping the collector. Oh, and Lucifer makes an appearance. Evaluation: This is definitely a B-flick, but above average for the genre. The performance is decent, the plot above average, and the special effects, while limited, are pretty
well done. The cinematographic and production values are excellent. The direction is well focused and the pace of the film kept me interested. The film was a bit corny in parts. Martial arts sequences are beautifully made for a film on an obviously limited budget. Martial arts seemed much more realistic to me than I've seen in other films, even big budget films There is a pronounced
religious subtext of redemption throughout the film. The film sometimes bordered on a religious piece, which may turn off some viewers. Recommendation: The film is good value for money for its price point. It's worth a watch. I liked it. I hope the movie does well enough that a sequel is made. Guide: No profanity I remember hearing, no nudity, no gore, almost PG-13 due to martial
arts violence. More information Edit A disgraced former special forces agent becomes a demon who offers him a job as a soul hunter. The chaos occurs when a former partner continues a killing slaughter with the soul hunter as his main target. Plot Summary | Adds Synopsis Parents Guide: Add Content Advice for Parents » Edit Film Directors Are Bilingual, so a scene includes
dialogue in Spanish. See more » User reviews I can't remember the last time I hit rewind in a final battle, but I can say I did it with this movie. The story is great and the visual effects are quite sweet, but this final fight, man, that was awesome. I liked the main guy too, he was tough, and a very skilful fighter. Some of the rooms in the film seemed pretty empty and there were some
parts that felt slow, but it's worth getting to that end. At 29 out of 48 they were helpful. How useful was this review? Sign in to vote. Permalink Permalink
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